
Haval wrote this sitting in jail, a letter to his wife Olga, while

contemplating the future of his beloved homeland. After

released, he led the bloodless revolution, setting Czechoslovakia

free from communist rule and becoming the first president of

the Republic. His message today is clear: you can change the

world. It begins by taking responsibility for something greater

than yourself. “To begin” means to act without excuses, without

grandiosity, but focused by an inner voice, a deep yearning on

behalf of your human family. He reminds us that we will

discover we are not alone after we begin; our responsible,

committed action will connect us. Just look at the Black Lives

Matter movement across the world. A non-violent revolution is

taking shape. Ou  challenge is to listen to “the inner voice of

being” evoked by the stories of racism and dehumanization.

What harmony within yourself is your “inner voice” asking you

to live? What image does it form? Notice any excuses to delay.

Try the mantra, “It is I who must begin.” Say it slowly, quietly

to yourself. “It is I who must begin, here and now.” Listen to

the inner voice calling you to a personal integrity. If you and I

begin to live in harmony with that inner voice who knows what

we will do that may be new and different. Surely, it will be

hopeful and fierce.

It is I who must begin.
Once I begin, once I try --

here and now,
right where I am,

not excusing myself
by saying things

would be easier elsewhere,
without grand speeches and

ostentatious gestures,
but all the more persistently

-- to live in harmony
with the "voice of Being," as I
understand it within myself
-- as soon as I begin that,

I suddenly discover,
to my surprise, that

I am neither the only one,
nor the first,

nor the most important one
to have set out
upon that road.

 
Whether all is really lost

or not depends entirely on
whether or not I am lost.

 

~ Vaclav Havel ~

It Is I Who Must Begin


